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Take home messages

� Current medical management of myelofibrosis revolves around the use of ruxolitinib, which is effective regardless of driver
mutation status, and spleen responses to which are dose-dependent and correlate with survival. Combination approaches,
especially with agents that can ameliorate bone marrow fibrosis and/or counteract ruxolitinib-induced cytopenias are attractive
areas of clinical investigation.

� Cytopenias in myelofibrosis remain challenging, and novel approaches are needed. Current studies suggest promise
of the activin receptor ligand traps for anemia, and low dose thalidomide (50mg/d) for thrombocytopenia.
Anemia is not a contraindication to ruxolitinib use. Effective treatment for cytopenias remains an unmet need in
myelofibrosis.

� Patients that fail ruxolitinib have a dismal prognosis, but ruxolitinib failure remains difficult to define. Many drugs with diverse
mechanisms of action, as well as other JAK inhibitors, are being tested in patients with suboptimal response or resistance to
ruxolitinib.
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Introduction hematopoietic cell transplantation (allo-HCT). In general, we
Patients with myelofibrosis can present with one or more of
the following: cytopenias, most frequently anemia, spleno-
megaly, constitutional and other symptoms, thrombosis,
hemorrhage, extramedullary hematopoiesis, pulmonary hy-
pertension, etc. In our practice, we adopt a clinical needs-
oriented approach to management. Despite the recent
emergence of many different prognostic models for patients
with primary myelofibrosis (PMF), for simplicity and ease of
use, we employ the Dynamic International Prognostic Scoring
System (DIPSS), but also take into account other well-
established adverse clinical and genomic risk factors, such
as triple negativity, “high molecular risk” nondriver muta-
tions, for example, ASXL1, SRSF2, U2AF1,1 elevated bone
marrow blasts, red cell transfusion dependence, unfavorable
and “very high risk” karyotypes2 and thrombocytopenia
when making a decision to refer the patient for allogeneic
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refer most patients who have DIPSS intermediate-2 or high
risk disease for transplant consultation, but also consider it in
selected patients with DIPSS intermediate-1 disease who
have one or more of the other adverse risk factors mentioned
above. For patients with postpolycythemia vera or postessen-
tial thrombocythemia myelofibrosis (post-PV/ET MF), who
have a more indolent clinical course and in whom traditional
models for prognostication derived from studying patients
with PMF may not work as well, we use the myelofibrosis
secondary to PV/ET prognostic model (MYSEC-PM),

∗3 which
was derived based on a large cohort of patients with post-PV/
ET MF.
Current state of the art

Contemporary drug therapy ofmyelofibrosis centers on the use of
the Janus kinase 1/2 (JAK1/2) inhibitor, ruxolitinib. Importantly,
with the exception of JAK2 V617F allele burden (higher efficacy
when ≥50%)4 and number of nondriver mutations on multigene
profiling by next-generation sequencing (≥3 mutations= lower
odds of spleen response and inferior survival),5 no factors have
been identified that may predict the likelihood, quality, or
duration of response to ruxolitinib. As such, we decide on the use
of ruxolitinib entirely based on clinical factors. Long-term follow-
up of the pivotal COMFORT trials has demonstrated a clear
survival advantage of ruxolitinib treatment in patients with IPSS
intermediate-2 or high risk myelofibrosis.

∗6,∗7 Consistent with
Italian consensus guidelines,8 however, we do not advocate the
use of ruxolitinib solely for its survival benefit, that is, in patients
without splenomegaly or troublesome symptoms, as it appears
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that the survival benefit may be indirect, via increases in appetite,
weight, energy level and overall feeling of well-being. Conversely,
wedouse it in symptomatic, lowor intermediate-1 risk patients, in
line with guidelines issued by the US National Comprehensive
CancerNetwork.

∗9We base the starting dose of ruxolitinib on the
platelet count and, in general, try to optimize the dose as spleen
responses to ruxolitinib are dose-dependent and correlate with
survival.10 Anemia and thrombocytopenia are on-target, dose-
limiting toxicities of ruxolitinib. However, ruxolitinib-induced
anemia does not carry the adverse prognosis of disease-associated
anemia and, ruxolitinib, in fact, may overcome the negative
prognostic impact of the latter.11,12 We attempt to counteract
ruxolitinib-induced cytopenias, most severe during the first 12 to
24 weeks, with the use of erythroid stimulating agents, danazol
or low dose thalidomide13 and transfusion support, so as to
avoid dose reductions and interruptions of ruxolitinib treatment
Table 1

Selected Clinical Trials of Novel Agents and Combinations in Patient

Drug/Drug
Combination

Drug Class/
Phase of Trial Basic Design Major Effic

Imetelstat23 Telomerase
inhibitor/II

Int-2/high risk, 2 dosing cohorts,
IV q3wk, protocol-defined
failure of prior JAK inhibitor
required

4.9mg/kg dosing
lack of efficacy
≥35% SVR an
≥50% TSS red
24 in 9.4mg/k

LCL-16130 Smac-mimetic/II Int/high risk, oral weekly dosing,
no platelet count restriction,
not candidates for or failed
JAK inhibitor

ORR 32% by IWG
symptoms, ane
observed

PRM-15126 Antifibrotic agent/II Open-label extension study,
IV monthly, 9 patients each
received PRM-151 alone and
with rux for up to 168 wk

Median time on s
mean and med
changes in spl
and �26%; in
�54% and �

Sotatercept14 Activin receptor
ligand trap/II

Monotherapy and rux
combination cohorts, ≥6 mo
of rux with stable dose for ≥8
wk required for latter, SC
q3wk

ORR 39% in mon
cohort; 30% in
combination co

Rux plus aza27 HMA/II Frontline trial, aza added after
12 wk of rux, aza escalated
from 25 to 50 to 75mg/m2/
day�5 d as tolerated

ORR 72% by IWG
23% after aza;
48% of evalua
24 wk; CI sym
54%

Rux plus thal13 Imid/II Thal 50mg daily added after 12
wk of rux alone in rux-naïve
patients or in pts already on
rux for ≥3 mo with stable
dose for ≥4 wk

Of 10 evaluable p
CI, 4 had stab
6 had platelet

Rux plus
umbralisib29

PI3K delta
inhibitor/I

“Add-on” study in patients
with a lost, suboptimal or no
response to ≥8 wk of a
stable dose of rux (per
investigator), daily oral dosing

CI rate 48%; mea
SVR 18% and
respectively; 5
≥2 g/dl rise in
≥50% reductio
symptoms; me
change �35%

Rux plus
parsaclisib28

PI3K delta
inhibitor/II

“Add-on” study in patients with a
protocol-defined suboptimal
response to ≥6 mo of rux
(stable dose for ≥8 wk), oral

63% of patients h
at wk 24; med
volume change
�8.8%; media
TSS at wk 24

AEs= adverse events, aza=azacitidine, CI= clinical improvement, CR= complete remission, DVT=de
immunomodulatory drug, int= intermediate, IV= intravenous, IWG-MRT= International Working Group on
survival, PI3K=phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase, Rux= ruxolitinib, SAEs= serious adverse events, SC= subc
thalidomide, TI= transfusion independence, TSS= total symptom score, wk=week, XIAP=X-linked inhi
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during this critical early period during which spleen response is
greatest. The activin receptor ligand traps have shown promise in
the treatment of anemia of myelofibrosis, both as monotherapy
and in patients receiving ruxolitinib,14 and may soon become
available for anemic patients with lower risk myelodysplastic
syndromes. Vaccination against shingles using the inactivated
virus (i.e., not live attenuated) is recommended in patients
receiving ruxolitinib. We occasionally use splenectomy for
patients with symptomatic splenomegaly that is refractory to
drug therapy, and often associated with hypersplenism. For
patients proceeding to allo-HCT, we advocate performing the
procedure around the time of best response to ruxolitinib, and
continuing ruxolitinib up until initiation of the conditioning
regimen. For patients with prefibrotic PMF, we generally
recommend observation, as the data on interferon15,16 require
further validation in our opinion, and discontinuation rates can be
s With Myelofibrosis

acy Data Main Safety Findings Noteworthy Observations

arm closed for
; 10% had
d 32% had
uction at wk
g arm

Rates of grade ≥3 neutropenia,
anemia and thrombocytopenia
in 30–40% range

Median OS 19.9 mo in
4.7mg/kg cohort, 29.9 mo
in 9.4mg/kg cohort

-MRT; CI in
mia, spleen all

Mostly grade 1/2 fatigue,
nausea/vomiting, dizziness/
vertigo, pruritus, diarrhea,
pain, skin eruption/rash,
fever/flu-like syndrome

XIAP may mediate resistance

tudy 30.9 mo;
ian (best)
een size �37%
symptoms,
64%

Very well-tolerated, no related
SAEs, only 2 grade 3 AEs,
both anemia

Reticulin and collagen grade
improvements observed in
50% and 44%, respectively

otherapy
rux
hort

Very well-tolerated; HTN and
muscle/joint pain of various
grades reported in some
patients

Responses seen in terms of
both TI and hemoglobin
improvement; multiple patients
required drug holidays due to
Hgb levels being too high

-MRT criteria;
CI spleen in
ble patients at
ptoms seen in

>10% of patients: infection,
constipation, nausea, fever;
grade 3/4 infection in 13%

Bone marrow fibrosis grade
improved in 60% of serially
evaluable patients after a
median of 12 mo

atients, 4 had
le disease and
responses

Grade 3/4 limb edema, diarrhea,
neutropenia and DVT in 1
patient (6.7%) each

Platelet responses most striking,
but anemia responses,
including TI, also observed

n and median
13%,
patients had
Hgb; 8 had
n in
dian TSS

No grade 3/4 transaminitis but
some grade 3/4 anemia,
neutropenia, infections/sepsis,
amylase/lipase elevations,
diarrhea, colitis, dyspnea and
pneumonia seen

CR achieved in 2 patients

ad some SVR
ian spleen
at 24 wk
n change in
�35.9%

No colitis reported; some rashes
and transaminitis seen;
nausea and cough in >20%
of patients

Apparent loss of efficacy owing
to switch from daily to weekly
dosing after 8 wk

ep vein thrombosis, Hgb=hemoglobin, HMA=hypomethylating agent, HTN=hypertension, Imid=
Myelofibrosis Research and Treatment, JAK= Janus kinase, ORR= overall response rate, OS= overall
utaneous, Smac= second mitochondrial activator of caspases, SVR= spleen volume reduction, thal=
bitor of apoptosis protein.
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high because of adverse effects, while managing bleeding/
thrombotic risk as is done for ET.17
Future perspectives: unmet needs and
investigational approaches

While the optimal definition of “ruxolitinib failure” is debatable,
the median duration of spleen response to ruxolitinib is about 3
years.

∗6,∗7 Preclinically, “type 1 JAK2 inhibitor persistence”
∗18

has been shown to perhaps explain the development of clinical
resistance to ruxolitinib, and can be reversed by temporarily
withdrawing the drug. Indeed, there have been anecdotal reports
of restoration of clinical responsiveness to ruxolitinib upon re-
challenge.19 However, this is an area of significant unmet need.
Patients who discontinue ruxolitinib have a poor outcome, and
clonal evolution and worsening platelet counts while on
ruxolitinib predict for worse survival upon discontinuation.20

The investigational JAK2 inhibitors, pacritinib and fedratinib,
and the JAK1/2 inhibitor, momelotinib, have demonstrated
some efficacy in the postruxolitinib setting, and regulatory
approval of one or more of these agents would be a very
welcome development.21 Additionally, being nonmyelosuppres-
sive, pacritinib could possibly fill the therapeutic void
for patients with platelets <50�109/L, while momelotinib
may improve anemia, possibly through activin receptor
antagonism.22

Many therapeutic avenues beyond JAK inhibition have been
explored in clinical trials (see Table 1 for a listing of selected
recently reported monotherapy and combination approaches).
Interesting survival data were recently released for the
telomerase inhibitor, imetelstat, in ruxolitinib-exposed
patients.23 While the median survival of 29.9 months in the
higher dose (9.4mg/kg) arm is certainly impressive, a “real
world” study from Italy reported a median survival of 22.6
months among 171 patients discontinuing ruxolitinib,24

substantially higher than that reported by 2 large US academic
centers.20,25 The very nontoxic anti-fibrotic compound, recom-
binant pentraxin-2, PRM-151, yielded bone marrow reticulin
and collagen fibrosis improvements in approximately half the
patients in a small (n=18) open-label extension study, generally
corresponding to improvements in cytopenias.26 This agent has
been studied both alone and in combination with ruxolitinib,
and data from a fully accrued study of 3 different doses of this
drug in ruxolitinib-pretreated patients are eagerly awaited.
While a number of frontline ruxolitinib-based combination
strategies have been disappointing, encouraging results have
been reported for the combinations with azacitidine,27

sotatercept,14 and thalidomide.13 Other combination trials
have taken an “add-on” approach, where an investigational
agent is added to ruxolitinib in patients having a suboptimal
response to ruxolitinib monotherapy.28,29 A multitude of
laboratory-based, synergistic or otherwise logical combination
strategies, as well as novel single-agent approaches exists, some
already in the clinic and others awaiting translation; these have
recently been reviewed by the authors.21 The search for the holy
grail of truly disease-modifying drugs or drug combinations
continues.
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